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Abstract
In the last two decades, many applications of automotive are become varied to
correspond driver and passengers comfort and ergonomy. Some applications are
become standard specifiations not additional one. Therefore, the car manufacturers
take in consideration based on requirements of humans, then automotives are
designed and developed. Memory seats, power windows, lift gate, power trunk and
side mirrors are some applications of automotive that are improved and constructed.
These type of applications before are only controlled by mechanically and but also from
some years on the electronic control is used and become popular for many car
manufacturers. Especially, the vehicle seats have different movement capabilities and
ergonomic calibrations and each seat is controlled by an individual motor, hence the
configuration and comfort settings can be adjusted by driver and passenger thanks to
position memory.
The purpose of thesis is to implement electronic design of memory seats control
module to drive brushed DC motor in sensorless approach as a research project of
Electronic Division of Bitron Industrie S.p.A. in Grugliasco(TO). This division is
specialized in the design of electronic systems and devices for the automotive
applications. The idea is to develope and design new sensorless approach model that
can have same or similar capability as a sensored approach hence, the new model is
an alternative for sensored one. The project is focused on hardware design that are
comprised of circuit simulation, testing developed hardware, electrical schematics,
characterization of seat motor.
Existing model, sensored approach is used multiple magnetic sensors mounted on the
body of the motor to cause a feedback loop to motor control module. In contrast to
sensored solution, sensorless approach reduces the number of sensors and the
number of wirings that are required and also it decreases the cost of labour to assembly
of sensors. For these reason, the aim of sensorless solution is to get convinent results
with a cheaper and easily configurable way. A sensorless method could be applied
with brushed DC motor in order to benefit from back-electromagnetic force(BEMF) has
on the current enters the motor.
Position measurement is important and very precise for sensorless method of memory
seats that is why position of the motor is followed current ripples that are counted by
comparator in sensorless method. By using simulation program and by acquiring
experimental acquisitions, these kind of works are performed only focused on the
developement of measuring accuracy. For simulation of the system on the computer,
TINA(TI) program has been used and for experimental approaches all testing
equipments and electronic components are providen by Bitron Industrie S.p.A.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivations
The invention of car is one of the most important of invention that makes human life
easy. From the first day, there has been many different developements in automotive
industry. In shortly, these improvements have been come true for each sections of
automobile such as engine, interior and exterior design, aerodynamic, comfort and
ergonomy, fuel consumption, safety, control systems, propulsion systems, braking
systems, tractions systems and electronic systems so on. Especially, since the
beginning of 2000s thanks to technological growing, transformation from mechanical
system to electrical system has been gained speed.
By the virtue of technological developements, ergonomy, configuration and comfort
settings have been enhanced and provided ease of use for human. Particularly,
adjustment of vehicle seats, windows, side mirrors, trunk gate, fuel tank cover have
been become to use easily.
The dissertation is based on electrical adjustment of vehicle seats. Before, there was
only mechanical adjustment of vehicle seats then electrical adjustment was discovered
so some car models have this control but generally the mechanical method is still
widely used because it is cheaper than electrical method. Also electrical control could
have the additional property that is a memory for vehicle seats, that is saved position
of seats. The feature of vehicle seats have capability of different axes of movement
and ergonomic adjustment that are controlled by an individual motor hence position
memory required for configuration and comfort settings for different driver and
passengers to control motor more efficient and smarter. The electrical adjustment is
branched into two which are sensored and sensorless approach. The thesis is focused
on sensorless approach of electrical adjustment of vehicle memory seats. In contrast
to sensored method, sensorless method is a new technic for control of vehicle seats.
The sensored method needs to have hall-effect sensors on the motor to follow the
movement of the motor. The sensorless method ensures to remove redundant wirings
and hall-effect sensors that are required for the sensored method. For these reasons,
the sensorless method can be described as cost efficient and easily configurable
solutions. By means of impact of back electromagnetic force, brushed DC motors could
be good solution for sensorless approach. The objectives of thesis are followings:
Analysis of the sensorless approach
Simulating and testing of sensorless approach circuit
Implementing hardware design of sensorless approach
This thesis is a research project of Bitron which is an Italian company. It works on
research, development and manufacturing of mechatronic devices and systems for
automotive, appliance, HVAC, medical and energy industries. The project is performed
1

at Bitron Electronic Division that is Business Unit of Bitron Group concentrated in the
design of electronic systems and devices for automotive applications.

1.2 Outline
The thesis is consisted of seven chapters that are detailed as followings.
Chapter 1 is the introduction section that describes motivations, objectives and
organization of dissertation.
Chapter 2 introduces adjustment with brushed DC motor then seat adjustment
technics, working principle of brushed DC motor, sections of BDC motor, different types
of BDC motor and complete system are explained.
Chapter 3 presents position control measurement technics for BDC motor that are
comprised of sensored and sensorless approach. Also, sensored method which is
comprised of hall-effect sensors and optical encoders, are clarified as subheadigns.
Sensorless method that is consisted of brushed DC motor current ripple and PWM
effects on ripple, are represented in details.
In chapter 4, system stages of sensorless approach are described stage by stage in
theory. Additionally, after evaluating system stages and complete system, to reduce
cost updated system stages are expressed.
In chapter 5, electrical schematics and computations are performed for each system
stage. Besides, required circuit analysis, transient analysis, are simulated for complete
system by TINA software tool. Also, some comparisons between tests and comments
for each test are accomplished.
Chapter 6 evaluates consequences of thesis and possible future work is suggested.
Chapter 7 is appendix part that demonstrates datasheets of electronic components
and BDC motor and final schematic of complete system.
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2. Adjustment with Brushed DC Motor
In the last two decades, safety, efficiency and comfort become more significant role in
mobility. Car and component manufacturers focus on making the driving experience
more satisfying, eco-friendly and secure. To accomplish this, motor control systems
act essential role in the automotive industry. The usage of electrical motor become
widespread in automotive applications such as windows, sliding doors, memory seats,
lift gates, side mirrors, power trunk. For these kind of applications are prefered brushed
DC motor. It is shown some automotive applications in the following figures.

Figure 1: Electric Seat Adjustment

Figure 2: Electric Mirror Adjustment

Figure 3: Power Liftgate Adjustment
Figure 4: Power Windows Adjustment
3

Electric seat adjustment is provided to regulate vehicle seat that driver and passenger
sit in comfort position. The vehicle seats can have various movement capabilities such
as backward, forward, upward, downward and changing seat back angle. Generally,
the electric seat adjustment is seperated into two branches that are manual seat
adjustment and memory seat adjustment.

2.1 Manual Seat Adjustment
The electric seat adjustment axes are simple requirement to apply the user with the
complete comfort and safety. Generally, it has competence to adjust usual fore and
aft, seat height, backrest angle and headrest height, additionally it could be possible
to regulate seat angle, seat length, backrest width, upper backrest angle and even
footrest with electric adjustment. People can manage seat to their desired position by
pressing corresponding operating controls both conventional switches or a modern
human-machnine interface. In the following figures, the possible vehicle adjustments
are shown.

Figure 5: Seat Adjust Functions
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Figure 6: Electric Adjustment Buttons(Tesla)

1. It has ability to move forward/backward and regulate the seat’s height and tilt angle
up/down
2. It has competence to adjust backrest
3. It has adjust lumbar support

5

2.2 Memory Seat Adjustment
By means of assistance of specially produced positioning logic, it could be possible to
store seat positions are defined by user, they can be recall by pressing button. This
logic can be applied both ways that are electrically by sensors or algorithmically by
Sensorless Positioning(SLP). Beside of basic position saving, it is also possible to
save to key memory. After saving driver’s seat position, when the driver unlocks the
vehicle with remote key or when the driver opens the door, position of driver seat is
automatically set. It is limited place in the interior for coupe car models, the vehicle
seats have special aspect that is used for entering vehicle and exiting from the vehicle
easily. Thus the front seats are temporarily acted forward to make room for
passengers. In order to this action, high speed motor is required for fore and aft
adjustment.

Figure 7: Memory Seat Adjustment (Mercedes-Benz)
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2.3 Brushed DC Motor
More than a century, brushed DC motors have been around as an advanced
technology. The name of brushed DC (BDC) motors derives from the "brushes" used
for commutation. Household appliances and automobiles are the main utilization areas
for brushed DC motors. They are also cheaper and easy to drive and can be found in
all sizes and shapes. The ability to alter the torque to speed ratio makes the brushed
DC motors a strong industrial niche. Also, the features like speed and torque which are
proportional to the applied voltage / current provides brushed DC botors an easy
control.

Figure 8: Scheme of Brushed DC Motor

2.3.1 Working Principle
The brushed DC motor consists two mangets fronting the same direction, which
envelops two coils of wire that settle in the middle of the brushed DC motor, around a
rotor. To face the magnets, the coils are placed, providing electricity to flow to them.
This operates a magnetic field, that thrustes the coils away from the magnets they are
facing, and causes rotor to turn. When rotor turns a 180 degree, the current switches
off at rotor. As the current switches on again, the flowing of electricity is adversely,
forwarding another pulsation that provides the rotor to turn one time again. The
brushed are placed within the brushed DC motor switch it off and on when assigned,
by flowing electricity from the motor.

7

The following figures demonstrate a movement of brushed DC motor phase by phase.

When the power supply is applied to the
coil, around the armature windings the
magnetic field is generated. The left
side of the armature winding is thrusted
from the left side of magnet and it
causes to start rotation of motor.

Figure 9: Phase 1 of Brushed DC
Motor

The armature windings maintain to
rotate.

Figure 10: Phase 2 of Brushed DC
Motor
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When the armature windings align
horizontally, the torque of motor
becomes zero. At this step, the direction
of current is reversed by commutator,
overturn the magnetic field.

Figure 11: Phase 3 of Brushed DC
Motor.

The process of motor iterates,
generating continuous rotation.

Figure 12: Phase 4 of Brushed DC
Motor
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The brushed DC motor consists of 4 main components that are, the stator, the rotor,
brushes and commutator.

Figure 13: The Overview of the Brushed DC Motor

2.3.2 Stator
The stationary magnetic field, which is generated by the stator, envelops the rotor. The
permanent mangnets or the electromagnetic windings creates this field. The assembly
of the stator or the route the electromagnetic windings are binded to the power supply.

Figure 14: Stator
10

2.3.3 Rotor
The rotor which is also called the armature, is consist of one or more windings. The
magnetic field is occured when these windings are energized. The magnetic poles of
the stator interacts with the opposite poles of the rotor and causes rotor to turn. When
the motor rotates, the windings are always being energized in a various sequence
because of that the magnetic poles produced by the rotor do not exceed the poles
produced in the stator. The diverting of the field in the armature windings is called
commutation.

Figure 15: Rotor

2.3.4 Brushes and Commutator
Brushed DC motor windings do not need to have any additional controller to switch
current. Instead of electronic controller, a segmented copper sleeve which is called
commutator, provides exchange of windings mechanically. While motor is running,
carbon brushes get contact with different segments of commutator by sliding over.
These segments are connected with various rotor windings, when a voltage is supplied
across the brushes of the the motor, a dynamic magnetic field is produced inside the
motor. It is significant that the brushes and commutator are components of brushed
DC motor that are tended friction as they are slipping each other. While rotor is rotating
inside the stator, the brushes in contact with the different commutator segments
providing a charge that matching winding and segment. The supplied electrical charge
change commutator segments, when the brushes pass around the commutator gaps
hence, exchanging electrical polarity of the rotor windings. It is generated an allure of
different polarities and retain the rotor turning within stator field. Since the motor is
supplied this action advances.
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Figure 16: Brushes&Commutator

2.3.5 Types of Brushed DC Motor
The variety of the magnetic field is generated in the stator that cause the various types
of brushed DC motor.

2.3.5.1 Permanent Magnet
Permanent Magnet Brushed DC(PMDC) motors the most prevailing BDC motors that
are found in the world. This type of motor wields permanent magnets to generates the
stator field. Generally, PMDC motors are used for fractional horsepower as to be more
cost effectiveness it is used permanent magnets than wound stators. The
disadvantage of PMDC, these magnets lose their magnetic properties over time. In
order to prevent losing magnetic properties, some PMDC motors contain windings built
into them. The relation between voltage and speed is linear also current changes
linearly with the torque. The response of these motor for changes is very quickly as the
stator field is always constant.

Figure 17: Permanent Magnet Brushed DC Motor
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2.3.5.2 Shunt Wound
Shunt-Wound Brushed DC(SWBDC) motors are connected in parallel to shunt field
coil with armature. The current in the coil and the armature do not depend each other.
Consequently, SWBDC motors have perfect speed control. General applications that
are needed five or more horsepower. Losing magnetic properties is not a problem for
SHWDC hence they are more safe than PMDC motors.

Figure 18: Shunt-Wound Brushed DC Motor

2.3.5.3 Series-Wound
Series-Wound Brushed DC(SWDC) motors are connected in series to field coil with
the armature. These motors are used for high-torque applications because of
increasing current in both stator and armature under the load. In contrast to PMDC and
SHWDC motors, SWDC motors do not possess accurate speed control.

Figure 19: Series-Wound Brushed DC Motor
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2.3.5.4 Compound-Wound
Compound-Wound(CWDC) motors comprise of merging of Shunt-Wound and SeriesWound motors. CWDC motors have both series and shunt field. Therefore, the
specification of CWDC motors are between SWDC and SHWDC motors. Thereby,
CWDC motors have better speed control than SWDC motors and they have higher
torque than SHWDC motors.

Figure 20: Compound-Wound Brushed DC Motor

2.4 Complete System
Motor position memory is used in many areas of the automotive applications that
consist configuration and comfort settings according to different driver requirements
for diagnostics to be more efficient and smarter control of the motor. More cost-efficient
and easily-configurable applications have been become widespread for various motor
types. For instance, the vehicle seats can have characteristics that are for many axes
of movement and ergonomic adjustment controlled by individual motors. Sensored
approach for vehicle seats consist of motor with hall-effect sensors plus the additional
extra wiring for each sensors. Whereas sensorless approach decreases many sensors
and wirings by sensing the in-line motor current at the seat control module itself. It is
possible to provide sensorless solution with brushed DC motors thanks to impact of
the back-electromagnetic force(BEMF) has on the motor current. When the motor
rotates, regularly changing of the BEMF through the property of the DC motor brushes
causes contact with multiple poles of the motor and significantly shorting some of motor
windings. The alteration of impedance provides the measured current at fixed intervals
proportional to the actual speed of motor. The variable in-line motor current is
measured by the system, filtering and conditioning the resultant signal, then ensure
digital logic level series of rising and falling edges to examine and count up for precision
and feedback to main motor controller. The changing in current sense resistor values
and filter bandwidths, it can adapt easily to use with several small motor systems.

14

Figure 21: Complete System Block Diagram

3. Position Control Measurement
The stator and rotor magnetic fields always should be perpendicular to each other to
operate the motor synchronously at maximum torque. The motor position should be
known to achieve for this movement. The motor position is directly related to the rotor
position. There are two main techniques to understand rotor position, the first technique
is position measurement with sensors and the second technique is the one without
sensors. The sensored approach for brushed DC motors is branched into 2 ways, that
are used Hall-Effect Sensors and Optical Encoders. In the following sections these
branches are going to be mentioned in a detailed way.

3.1 Sensored Approach
3.1.1 Hall-Effect Sensor
As there is no electric contact between stator and rotor, the relative rotor position
requires thanks to help of hall-effect sensors to determine position. It is used to provide
position feedback. It is needed a rotary element mounted on the motor and a stationary
component. The rotary element is wheel with one or more magnets that are assembled
on outer rim. While rotor is turning, the stationary magnets sensors check the magnets
for every pases it generates transistor-transistor logic(TTL) pulse. Therefore, it counts
every movement of rotor.
15

Figure 22: Hall-Effect Sensor

3.1.2 Optical Encoder
Optical Encoders consist of several components. On the shaft a slotted wheel is
assembled at the non-driving end of the motor. One side of the wheel there is an
infrared LED supplies a light source and on the other side of the light is detected by
photo transistor. While the rotor is turning, infrared LED generates a light that are
passing through the slots of the wheel that cause to switch on and switch off photo
transistor. The frequency that depends on the transistor toggles is an indication of
motor speed. For position measurement, the optical encoder ensures feedback for the
position of the motor.

Figure 23: Optical Encoder
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3.2 Sensorless Approach
The sensorless approach is motor control technique that does not require sensors to
specify the actual motor speed or position. The position of the motor is specified
depending electrical parameters as Back-EMF or motor current feedback that is
existing during the motor operating time.
The aim of current feedback usage is for position control, circuit protection or motor
speed estimation. To pursue the motor current, the current sense resistor is connected
in series with the motor. The determined current is transformed to a measurable
voltage which behaves as a speed or position feedback signal to a closed loop motor
control by using current sense amplifier touched on the resistor terminals. Depending
BDC motor electromechanical structure, the periodic changes in current feedback are
sighted.
While motor is rotating, the displacement can be determined by counting number of
these periodic changes. To specify motor position and speed, the technic of using
motor current feedback is called as ripple counting. In the following figure the perodic
changes in the current feedback are demonstrated.

Figure 24: Periodic Changes in the Current Feedback
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Figure 25: Current Sense Configuration

Firstly, to apply a sensorless drive the ripple counting technic relies on the motor
current feedback. Shown in the previous figure, various current sense configuration
depending on sensing resistance installment can be utilized to follow current feedback.
The bridge oriented current sensing and high side current sensing are generally
applied for functional safety. Even if it is proven efficiently, these kind of configurations
need to have high end current sense amplifier with high common mode voltage and
more complicated circuits.
When the current sense resistance is fixed between the ground and the motor, the
current sense configuration is called as low side current sensing. Depending on
choosing amplifier and complexity of electronic circuit are the simplest and most cost
effective applying of sensing configurations. The average voltage of current sensing
resistance that is nearly zero because it is referenced to ground. It is not difficult to
choose devices for its design and applying since high input common mode voltage is
not needed. It is also used for high voltage motor applications as it has resistant against
voltage spikes or surges.
Low side current sensing has special restrictions. The installment of the current sense
resistance generates the load that does not reference ground. The resistance that is
brought by sensing, the low side of load is higher several millivolts than ground. It can
not determine the short circuit between ground and load without ground reference.
Although there is a disadvantage, it is an acceptable selection for ripple counting
application since it does not require to have ground reference thanks to its simplicity
and load.
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3.2.1 Brushed DC Motor Current Ripple
For a spinning motor, there are different kind of ripples which are categorized according
torque ripple, speed ripple and current ripple. By undesirable variation of torque
production during shaft revolution and preventing smooth motor rotation the torque
ripples are distinguished and they are observed by in low frequency mode. mode. The
speed ripples are activated by parasitic torque pulsations which differ as a periodic with
respect to rotor position.
While motor is rotating the current ripple is generated and it is known as low amplitude
current interchange, driving on the DC voltage supply. This current ripple is a recurrent
alternation in generated current by rotor motion when rotor coils connects and
disconnects power supply by the brushes. The generated current ripple suggest an
idea about commutation action in a BDC motor. In the following figures, it is shown that
motor rotation of three commutator segment and how the current ripples or
commutation spikes are generated by rotation.

Figure 26: Ripple Production from a Rotating Motor

When the signal which comes from a rotating motor, is analyzed the DC component is
easily monitored on a measuring insturment. To examine the AC component or current
ripple, the DC component should be analyzed closely.
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Figure 27: Rotation Process

While the BDC motor is rotating, the brushes short circuit with adjacent commutator
segments which causes current circulation with other segments. It induces the BackEMF of commutator segments as a short circuit, so it generates high voltage pulses
on the motor terminal in a short time. The impedance of armature is decreased by the
high voltage pulses, hence it causes that the overall current increases and current
ripple produces. The brush moves periodically from one coil to another so it generates
a periodic current ripple. Further, each ripple waveform can be various each other.
The direction of rotation of DC motor is supposed as counterclockwise as represented
by black arrow in the Figure 27(a). Possive supply is connected Brush 1 and negative
supply is connected to Brush 2. The Branch circuit 1 that is consisted of Coil 1 and Coil
2 and its current direction is clockwise from Brush 1 to Brush 2 represented by red
arrow. The opposite side the branch circuit 2 that is comprised of Coil 3 and its current
direction is counterclockwise from Brush 1 to Brush 2. The current flow of Branch 1 is
called i1 and the current flow of Branch 2 is identified as i2. According to the Kirchhoff’s
current law the total current of DC motor equal to sum of both currents as shown
following equation.
𝑖 = i1 + i2
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When Coil 1 coincides on the Brush 1 as in the Figure 27(b), it reduces voltage across
Branch 1 since this branch is comprised of only Coil 2. The applied voltage across
Brush 1 and Brush 2 always remains constant, the current of Branch 1 immediately
increases thanks to short circuit of Coil 1, in the mean time the current of Branch 2
remains the same. The total current that flows into DC motor, increases quickly.
After immediate short circuit, the following stage is demonstrated in Figure 27(c). The
Branch 1 is comprised of only Coil 2 whereas Branch 2 is comprised of Coil 1 and Coil
3. The direction of current in Coil 2 remains same as the voltage direction. By the way
current value of Branch 2 suddenly reduces when commutation finishes. In this way,
the generated current ripple is represented in the graph of previous figure, it was
divided subsections to show the commutation process from (a) to (c).
The subsequent ripples are generated through same operation of contact between coil
and brush. For complete rotation each coil should contact the two brushes. Moreover,
every contact between coil and brush generates a different ripple waveform. The
reason is that each brush of motor is particular and the coils are designed variously.
In a particular motor the number of commutator poles and brushes are fastened up.
For this reason the number of ripples does not change in a complete rotation. For each
rotation, the ripple is repating and the number of ripples per revolution is computed in
the following equation.
Equation 1: Number of ripples per revolution
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
For geared motor, the equation changes a little bit to compute number of ripples per
revolution multiply by gear ratio as shown in the following equation.
Equation 2: Number of ripples per revolution using geared motor
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝐵𝑟𝑢𝑠ℎ 𝑥 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑥 𝐺𝑒𝑎𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜
In this project, BDC motor have two brushes and four commutator poles.
Number of ripples per revolution= 2 x 4 = 8 ripples per revolution
In order to know total number of ripples for one turn, it is enough to know number of
ripples that demands to turn exact degree of an angle. To count current ripples by
microcontroller, it should be filtered, conditioned and converted rising and falling edges
of logic level series.
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3.2.2 PWM Effects on the Ripple
The other method of controlling speed of BDC motor is to control its supply voltage
which is the easiest method. The higher voltage provides to rotate motor in higher
speed. For many DC motor speed control applications the Pulse Width Modulation
method is utilized on the low-side of the full bridge driver. The motor speed is specified
according to the ratio of ‘ON’ and ‘OFF’ time.

As a low amplitude, high frequency signal qualifies the current ripple, any modulating
alters as a periodic the driving voltage give rise to the system which does not identify
the ripple or lower its signal completeness. In the following figure demonstrates the
various PWM speed modulations generate the ripple. Relying on the degree of
modulation, the visibility of ripple is influenced by the PWM speed modulation. The
PWM method concentrates on precision control application so the speed modulation
is adjusted 100% modulation.

Figure 28: Generated Ripple in Different PWM Duty Cycles
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3.2.2.1 Back Electro Magnetic Flux
The electromotive force voltage can be predicted based on the machine electric model
that are included voltage and current signal for sensorless approach. Whereas, EMF
voltage depends on speed. When the speed reduces, the signal-to-noise(SNR) ratio
of EMF voltage reduces. For low speed operation, change of resistance and voltage
errors by reason of the inverter PWM modulation influence the EMF prediction. The
first concern of EMF predictions at low speed is the inverter voltage error. This kind of
error consists of semiconductor voltage drop and inverter resistance voltage and
switch dead-time. In order to balance nonlinear behaviour of voltage error, an off-line
voltage measurement is applied to base a look-up table for the balance. Nonetheless,
prediction error can not be solved by look-up tables, as the deadtime error may not be
depended by phase currents. Additionally, look-up tables for balance count on various
machine feature.

Figure 29: Back EMF Voltage Measurement

Due to voltage divider, BEMF voltage decreases 0-5 V range thereby, it is read by an
analog-to-digital converter. The BEMF voltage measurement is provided by PWM
Pulses, while one side of motor is behaved as supply, the other side is behaved as
ground. At the same time, motor is running like a generator and generates BEMF
voltage that is proportional to speed. Each BDC motors may vary because it has
different efficiency values and material properties. The best way of determination of
the BEMF voltage is testing to find motor speed.

4. System Stages
Firstly, complete system consists of 4 stages. After doing theoratical computation and
test and simulation number of stages can be changed. Also, cost efficient is the
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important issue for this project hence, some electronic components can be removed
or changed due to cost reduction.

4.1 Current-Sense Amplifier Stage
The first stage is current-sense amplifier that brushed DC motor current converts to
voltage. Entering the current the current-sense amplifier and stemming voltage as an
output. Measuring the total BDC Motor current is provided by detection on the low side
of the driver bridge, or in-line with BDC Motor. To maintain precision of the ripple signal,
detection current on the low side presents impedance and layout issues. In addition to
this, measuring ripples in both side, detection of low side needs a sensing amplifier for
both sides of the full bridge that enhances the total component count. Measuring inline with BDC Motor is possible that bidirectional measurement with a single device.
Nonetheless, some design issues should be solved to provide a precise output for the
next stage. The automotive battery supplies power to the MOSFET bridge driving the
BDC Motor in an automotive application. The general supply range of the battery is
between 9 V and 14 V but operating voltages can be changed between 6 V and 40 V
for some automotive conditions. When selecting a current sense amplifier, common
mode voltages are important to block functional damage from the device.
The current sense amplifier component is called as INA240-Q1 that has common mode
voltage range between -4 V to 80 V, is compatible for all the possible common mode
condition that requires for the design. The INA240-Q1 is also capable to supply a
bidirectional output measuring both motor rotational directions. There are two
reference pins, REF1 and REF2 that supplies to output of the INA240-Q1. REF1 is
connected 5 V and REF2 is connected to ground. The INA240-Q1 is supplied with 5 V
so the output range is 0 V to 2,5 V or 2,5 V to 5 V and it depends on the BDC Motor
rotation direction. The following equation is demonstrated calculation of the output
voltage.

𝑉𝑂𝑈𝑇 = 𝐼𝑀𝑂𝑇𝑂𝑅 × 𝑅𝑆𝐸𝑁𝑆𝐸 × 𝐺𝐴𝐼𝑁 + 2.5𝑉

The shunt resistor is adjusted according to the maximum current and 16 A has been
selected for this stage. The gain of INA240-Q1 is 20 V/V and the maximum output
voltage is 4,9 V. This resistor value is chosen 3 mΩ.
The shunt resistor is selected to use very high amount of power and it’s size 2512
resistor has 3 W power. In order to decrease the noise is generated by high frequency
motor brush and potential PWM switching noise, common mode RC input filter is used
to connect to INA240-Q1 as an input.
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Figure 30: Schematic of Current Sense Amplifier

4.2 Band-Pass Filter Stage
The second stage is band-pass filter which adjusts interval of frequency of system.
The output of current sense amplifier enters to this stage as an input that is filtered by
band-pass filter to manage motor current ripple and to remove unwanted current
ripples. The measuring of ripple frequency is dependent on rotations per minute(RPM)
of the motor and the total number of commutator poles. For this system, bandwith of
band-pass filter is between 333 Hz to 669 Hz. To allow biasing, an inverting band-pass
filter is used. The TLV316-Q1 was selected and it is convenient low voltage operation
and rail to rail input. The following figure demonstrates schematic of band-pass filter
stage.

Figure 31: Schematic of Band-Pass Filter Stage
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4.3 Differential Amplifier Stage
The third stage is differential amplifier aims to produce clean, low noise AC signal
which is measured between 0 V to 5 V square wave by comparator with changing
frequency equal to brushed DC motor ripple frequency. To generate square wave, the
sinusoidal ripple waveform about comparator reference point is used. The previous
stage initiates this operation though there is additional stage required for specific filter
requirements and operating frequency range to provide appropriate biasing for the next
stage.
The frequency of high-pass filter of previous stage is adjusted 333 Hz that needs to
success by large RC filter. This filter produces extremely large time constant which
demonstrates its impact on the signal at the start up motor current as a large initial
spike. By the reason of this current spike being huge enough and sluggish enough, it
can not be filtered by high pass filtter of previous stage and the RC time constant value
signifies the low frequency DC component of the signal can not indweel a resting point
rapidly. While brushed DC motor is rotating, this current spike and current ripples are
produced. Some multiple ripples for counting can be missed by the comparator, if the
alteration is remained same in the effective DC-bias point of the signal. The following
graph displays resultant signal after the differential amplifier(green waveform) and the
initial spike in current(yellow waveform).

Figure 32: The Graph of Initial Current Spike
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Thanks to usage of differential amplifier, the low speed current ripples and the high
amplitude current spike are expelled from the signal. The non-inverting and the
inverting ports of differential amplifier are connected to the output of band pass filter,
nevertheless one side of the differential amplifier is filtered by low pass RC filter. A
small phase shift and attenuation of the ripple signal are generated by small RC filter,
though there is very insufficient effect on the large DC bias spike. The common mode
remains same for both inputs and it is rejected by the differential amplifier. To maintain
ripple frequency component, output of the differential amplifier is led by the phase and
amplitude difference between the AC signals on the both inputs. The differential gain
is 55 V/V causes huge fluctuation of signal difference and DC re-biasing about 2,5 V
approves the output of differential amplifier to possess a very clean and stable bias
point for the signal that is gauged by the comparator. The schematic of the differential
amplifier stage is illustrated in the following figure. The BIAS signal refers to resistor
divider that is used in the band pass filter stage.

Figure 33: Schematic of Differential Amplifier Stage

4.4 Comparator Stage
The goal of comparator stage is to produce 0 to 5 V signal supplied for microcontroller
to count movement of brushed DC motor. To generate proper 5 V for input into a typical
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microcontroller, an open drain output device is selected. For reducing impact of noise
on the input of comparator, an inverting hysteresis topology is adopted. In the follow
page, the schematic of comparator stage is demonstrated.

Figure 34: Schematic of Comparator Stage

In order to create an inverting open drain topology, the comparator threshold voltages
are computed in the following equations.

𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐿
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)
𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐻
𝑉𝑇𝐻 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)
𝑉𝑇𝐿 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥

For this stage, the VOL equal to 0 V and VOH equal to 5 V that generate a slight offset to
concentrate the main biasing point of comparator. As the AC signal is centralized about
2,5 V and the reference point of comparator with feedback resistance is calibrated to
permit the VTL and VTH are centralized about 2,5 V.
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4.5 Updated System Stages
After the simulation evaluation, it is recognized that some changes can be possible.
Therefore, updated system stages have been created. The main purpose of these
changes is to reduce cost of all the system. For cost reduction, the differential amplifier
was expelled and some stages are changed.

4.5.1 Updated Current-Sense Amplifier Stage
The aim of current sense amplifier is same as previous current sense stage but from
cost reduction point of view, the schematic is completely different. In order to reduce
cost, instead of INA240-Q1 TLV316 is used. The high side current sensing method is
utilized for this stage. Generally, it is chosen applications which are motor monitoring
and control, overcurrent protection and supervising circuits, automotive safety systems
and battery current monitoring. In the following figure, the circuit is comprised of a
single opamp difference amplifier, four external resistances. It increases small current
by the gain R2/R1 and it converts current to voltage an output of the amplifier.

Figure 35: Single Opamp Difference Amplifier

𝑅1 = 𝑅1

∗

&

𝑅2 = 𝑅2

∗

𝑅𝑆𝐸𝑁 ≪ 𝑅1, 𝑅2
𝑅2
𝑉𝑂𝑈𝑇 = (𝑉1 − 𝑉2). ( ) + 𝑉𝑅𝐸𝐹
𝑅1
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Figure 36: Schematic of Updated Current Sense Amplifier
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4.5.2 Updated Band-Pass Filter Stage
The band pass filter stage is completely same as previous band pass filter stage. It
can be had some small changes resistor and capacitor values in order to provide better
bandwith. The output of band pass filter is directly connected to input of the
comparator.

Figure 37: Updated Band-Pass Filter Stage
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4.5.3 Updated Comparator Stage
This structure of updated comparator stage is same as previous comparator stage but
the input of comparator is connected to output of band pass filter. Therefore, the
differential amplifier stage was removed because of cost reduction. Moreover, to
regulate threshold voltages according to updated stages, resistances values are
altered.

Figure 38: Updated Comparator Stage
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5. Circuit Analysis
5.1 Electrical Schematics
5.1.1 Current Sense Amplifier Stage
In this part, each electrical schematic is analysed stage by stage. In the following
circuit, the current sense amplifier stage is shown.

Figure 39: Current Sense Amplifier Circuit

The brushed DC motor is connected shunt resistor in a parallel. The value of shunt
resistor was selected in the chapter 4. The maxiumum current is passed on the shunt
resistor. The gain of curent sense amplifier is 20 V/V. The output of this amplifier is
voltage which is converted from current.

5.1.2 Band Pass Filter Stage
The second stage is band pass filter manages frequency range which represents
operational range of complete system. The operational range frequency is inversely
relevant that elapsed time for one motor turn that means period of motor. This
frequency is also changed when motor is supplied by different voltages. The system is
tested with 9 V,12 V and 16 V for different motions. For each various motion and
voltage value, distinct frequency value are obtained. Accordingly, minimum and
maximum frequencies are selected. The band pass filter is comprised of low pass filter
and high pass filter. For this system, the frequency of low pass filter part of band pass
filter is 669 Hz and the frequecny of high pass filter part of band pass filter is 333 Hz.
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Figure 40: Band Pass Filter Circuit

The both frequencies of low pass filter and high pass filter are calculated seperately.
In the following equations, it is adequate to compute working frequency. The low pass
filter allows to pass the frequency that is lower than limit whereas the high pass filter
permits to pass the frequency which is higher than limit. The interval between low pass
filter and high pass filter frequencies equal to bandwith of band pass filter. It means
working frequency of complete system.

𝑓1 =
𝑓2 =

1
(2∗π∗R1∗C1)
1
(2∗π∗R3∗C7)

Frequency of Low Pass Filter

Frequency of High Pass Filter
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1
𝑓1 =
= 692 𝐻𝑧
(2 ∗ π ∗ 20000 ∗ 11,5 ∗ 10−9 )

𝑓2 =

1
= 312 𝐻𝑧
(2 ∗ π ∗ 14000 ∗ 34 ∗ 10−9 )

Banwidth is between 692-312 Hz. The complete system is working in this interval.

5.1.3 Differential Amplifier Stage
The third stage is differential amplifier that has purpose to generate clean, low noise
AC signal. The output of this stage is connected to comparator stage that measure
square wave between 0 V to 5 V. The band pass filter starts filtering process but extra
particular filter necessity is needed and for the comparator stage it is ensured to
convenient biasing. Although both input ports of differential amplifier are linked with
output of band pass filter, whereas the one side is filtered by low pass RC filter. This
RC filter produces a small phase shift and attenuation of ripple signal.

𝑓1 =

1
= 689 𝐻𝑧
(2 ∗ π ∗ 1,1 ∗ 106 ∗ 210 ∗ 10−12 )

Normally, the difference between two inputs is nearly zero, by the effect of capacitor is
making smal difference. The common mode stands equal for both inputs and it is
refused by differential amplifier. The output of the differential amplifier is directed by
difference of the phase and amplitude between AC signals on the inputs to preserve
ripple frequency component. The gain of differential amplifier which is 55 V/V, provokes
big variation of signal difference. The DC re-biasing about 2,5 V accepts the output of
differential amplifier to generate clean and stable bias point for the signal which is
measured by comparator. The output of differential amplifier is connected to input of
comparator thus the threshold voltages of comparator are adjusted according to the
output of this stage. In the following figure, electrical schematic of differential amplifier
is represented.
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Figure 41: Electrical Schematic of Differential Amplifier

5.1.4 Comparator Stage
The last stage is comparator that generates 0 to 5 V square wave signal in order to
count movement of brushed DC motor. An inverting hysteresis topology is used to
decrease influnce of noise on the input of comparator. The generated square wave by
the comparator must be followed the current ripples of motor. According to calculation
of number of ripples per revolution, it should be 8 square wave for each complete
rotation. These square waves change their rising and falling edges with respect to
threshold voltages of comparator. In the following equations that are also mentioned
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before in chapter 4, it is used to calculate low threshold voltage and high threshold
voltage.
𝑉𝑇𝐿 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐿
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)

𝑉𝑇𝐻 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐻
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)

VCC= 5 V VOL= 0 V
VOH= 5 V
R15, R16 and R18 these are unknowns
resistance values VTL and VTH, threshold voltages that are determined with respect
to maximum and minimum points of differential amplifier output. For example, for this
configuration VTL is specified 2,53 V and VTH is adjusted 2,57 V. According to these
threshold voltages, there are many possibilites for resistances but following values are
selected.
R15= 91kΩ R16= 7 MΩ R18= 95 kΩ

Figure 42: Electrical Schematic of Comparator
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5.2 Updated Electrical Schematic
5.2.1 Updated Current Sense Amplifier Stage
After modifying system, the current sense amplifier stage is completely changed.
Instead of INA240-Q1, TLV316 is applied with respect to cost reduction. New
configuration of this stage is explained in chapter 4. In the following figure, the electrical
schematic is demonstrated.

Figure 43: Updated Electrical Schematic of Current Sense Amplifier

Shunt resistor was not changed, it is remained as 3 mΩ. Before the updated stage, the
gain of this stage was 20 V/V but then it is adjusted 200 V/V to get sufficient output that
provide for next stage. It is calculated in the following equation.
𝐺𝑎𝑖𝑛 =

𝑅8 2𝑘
=
= 200 𝑉/𝑉
𝑅7 10
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5.2.2 Updated Band Pass Filter Stage
For new configuration, the same structure of band pass filter is adopted. Only working
frequencies are slightly changed hence capacitor and resistance values are adjusted
to provide new frequency values. The updated electrical schematic of this stage is
displayed below.

Figure 44: Updated Electrical Schematic of Band Pass Filter

According to updated band pass filter test result, the frequency of low pass portion is
found 669 Hz and the frequency of high pass portion is seen 318 Hz. In order to provide
these frequency values, following equations are applied.

𝑓1 =

1
= 723 𝐻𝑧
(2 ∗ π ∗ 20000 ∗ 11 ∗ 10−9 )
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1
𝑓2 =
= 312 𝐻𝑧
(2 ∗ π ∗ 15000 ∗ 34 ∗ 10−9 )
The bandwith is between 723-312 Hz. The system operates in this interval.

5.2.3 Updated Comparator Stage
For the updated version of comparator stage, the circuit structure remains same as
previous one. Only threshold voltages are modified to count every current ripples. It is
calculated with same equations that are mentioned for previous comparator stage.

𝑉𝑇𝐿 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐿
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)

𝑉𝑇𝐻 = ((𝑅18||𝑅16)𝑥

𝑉𝐶𝐶
𝑉𝑂𝐻
) + (𝑅15||𝑅18)𝑥
)
((𝑅18||𝑅16) + 𝑅15)
((𝑅15||𝑅18) + 𝑅16)

VCC= 5 V

VOL= 0 V

VOH= 5 V

Three unknown resistance values are computed to follow every motor movement.
R15= 105 kΩ

R16= 2,2 MΩ

R18= 106 kΩ

Figure 45: Updated Electrical Schematic of Comparator Stage
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5.3 Test & Simulation Result
In this part, analysis of complete system are performed to provide sensorless approach
in proper way. For automotive applications, 9 V, 12 V, 16 V three different voltage
values were applied as a power supply. Moreover, the vehicle seats have various
movement capability which are backward, forward, upward, downward, tilt angle up
and down. These 6 distinct movements are ensured 3 different brushed DC motors
assembled to the test bench. For this project, backward and forward motions, upward
and downward motions are examined. The test procedure of this project, firstly
sensored electric adjustment was tested in the laboratory with test bench then obtained
test results were uploaded software tool(TINA) and sensorless approach was
simulated. In the following sections, each tests are analyzed deeply.

5.3.1 9 V Backward
In this test, the brushed DC motor that is driven by 9 V power supply, is connected with
sensored electronic board and it is tested. Obtained test results are uploaded to
software tool. The maximum current of motor reaches 9 A. In the following graph, it is
seen that transient analysis of sensorless approach of electrical adjustment.

Figure 46: Transient Analysis of 9 V Backward

It is easily recognized that there are 3 different regions which are represented in the
graph with respect to motor condition. First region is called “before steady state”(before
start the motor) that means interval from time 0 to time of starting of motor. Second
region which illustrates steady state, includes that from time of starting motor to time
of stopping motor. Third region, after steady state that describes time interval from time
of stopping the motor to final time of test.
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In the following graph, every input and output values are clearly seen.

Figure 47: 9 V Backward Each Stage Analysis

In this graph, the output of comparator that is represented teal colour, follows
movement of brushed DC motor. The logic of comparator ripples, while the motor is
running, the comparator ripples pursue motion of motor whereas when motor stops or
does not run, there should not be any ripple. Therefore, comparator ripples should be
only in steady state region, in before and after steady state there should not be any
ripple because there is not any motion in these regions. However, there are some
unwanted comparator ripples in these regions as in order to provide a good solution
for 3 voltage values. The solution should be as follows.

Figure 48: Test Sample for 9 V
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As it is mentioned previous page, this solution can not be provided for every voltage
values hence this graph is showed as a sample. The critical region is steady state
because the comparator must follow all the movement of motor. There should not be
any missing and additional comparator ripples inside this region to determine exact
position of motor. As already calculated in the chapter 3.2.1, 8 comparator ripples
correspond a complete rotation of motor. Nonetheless, thanks to number of
comparator ripples position of motor is easily computed. In the following figure, to see
better it is zoomed in steady state region.

Figure 49: 9 V Backward Steady State Region Details

The blue line represents hall-effect sensor movement and a period of this corresponds
a complete turn of motor hence there are 8 comparator ripples (represented in teal
colour) in this period. The motor movement is represented by fuchsia line and it is seen
that every movement of motor is followed by comparator ripples. However, these
comparator ripples are adjusted with respect to output of differential
amplifier(represented in maroon colour) by threshold voltages of comparator.

5.3.2 9 V Forward
In the second test, brushed DC motor is also driven by 9 V supply but motion is
different. When the motion is different, also current of motor is various. For this test
maximum current of motor approaches 9,2 A. It is a little bit higher than backward
motion because it is moving against to mass and spring. The same test procedure is
applied for this motion. In the following graph, 3 differerent regions are represented.
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Figure 50: Trasient Analysis of 9 V Forward

Generally test time is fixed but this steady state region seems a bit longer than 9 V
backward, because start and stop operation of motor is performed by manually. In
before and after steady state regions, there are still some unwanted comparator ripples
but it seems less ripples than previous test. In order to check every variable, it is
needed to seperate all the inputs of outputs. In the following page, each phases inputs
and outputs are analyzed.

Figure 51: 9 V Forward Each Stage Analysis

Particularly, brushed DC motor, hall-effect Sensor, shunt resistor 1 are working in
steady state region and also current sense amplifier, band pass filter, differential
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amplifier, comparator are active in this region. The reason of unwanted comparator
ripples in before and after steady state, there are some noise and disturbances in this
region and comparator threshold voltages are too close eacher other due to follow and
count all the movement of motor, hence the comparator counts these noise and
disturbances as a motor movement. In steady state region, it is needed to zoom in to
check counts of motor motion by comparator ripples.

Figure 52: 9 V Forward Steady State Region Details

As seen, there are 8 comparator ripples that correspond a complete rotation of motor.

5.3.3 12 V Backward
The second voltage value, the brushed DC motor is supplied by 12 V. For this test, the
maximum current increases up to 14,3 A. When voltage is increased, vehicle seat
completes its motion early because motor turns rapidly. However, test duration is
manually adjusted in the laboratory and simulation of test is fixed to 5 seconds. The 3
various regions are demonstrated in the following page.
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Figure 53: Transient Analysis of 12 V Backward

In before and after steady state regions, there are less unwanted comparator ripples
in contrast to 9 V tests because 9 V is the lowest value for this application and to
provide every voltage values for it can be encountered more ripples for 9 V. The
desired solution should be similiar as that was represented in figure 48. Nevertheless,
as it was told before, due to ensure good solution for steady state region that means
the comparator ripples should follow all the motor movement, there are some unwanted
ripples can be occured in the before and after steady state.

Figure 54: 12 V Backward Each Stage Analysis
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The output of current sense amplifier and brushed DC motor current are higher than 9
V tests. The output of band pass filter and the output of differential amplifier do not
change more in contrast to 9 V tests. The comparator behaviour is different than
previous tests because supply voltage is greater. It is gotten closer into steady state
region to check comparator ripples work properly.

Figure 55: 12 V Backward Steady State Region Details

There are 8 comparator ripples for each complete turn and there is not any additional
and missing ripples so comparator follows all the movement of motor.

5.3.4 12 V Forward
Second motion is forward that the brushed DC motor is supplied by 12 V power supply.
The maximum current reaches 14,4 A for this test. The vehicle seat finishes its motion
more or less as same time as 12 V backward motion. The simulation time of test is set
5 seconds. The general view for test is illustrated in the following figure.
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Figure 56: Transient Analysis of 12 V Forward

In contrast to 12 V backward test in before and after steady state regions, it seems
less unwanted comparator ripples in test of 12 V forward but it does not make a
difference. The steady state region is more important to follow every motor movement.
Also, all the variables, inputs and outputs are shown in the following figure.

Figure 57: 12 V Forward Each Stage Analysis

The first 3 stages output, output of current sense amplifier, output of band pass
amplifier, output of differential amplifier are nearly same as test of 12 V backward
because supply voltage is equivalent. Only comparator ripples are a bit different
because of motor movement.
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Figure 58: 12 V Forward Steady State Region Details

As clearly seen from the graph, comparator ripples follow every motor movement and
there is not any additional and missing comparator ripples in steady state region. In a
period of hall-effect sensor, there are 8 comparator ripples that correspond a complete
turn of motor.

5.3.5 16 V Backward
Third voltage value, the brushed DC motor is supplied by 16 V. The maximum current
value is 19,4 A for this test. The vehicle seat completes its movement faster than other
voltage levels thanks to the highest voltage for this application. The all test and
simulation procedures are same as previous tests.
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Figure 59: Transient Analysis of 16 V Backward

As it is seen in the graph of transient analysis, there are 3 different phases that are
valid for previous tests. In before and after steady state phase, unwanted comparator
ripples are still exist and they seem more than 12 V tests. When analysing these 3
voltage levels, 9 V and 12 V tests behave similar each other but 16 V test behaviour is
a little bit different than other two levels. That means more or less with same threshold
voltages provides similar result between 9 V and 12 V but to obtain similar result for
16 V when threshold voltages are changed more.

Figure 60: 16 V Backward Each Stage Analysis
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There are some differences occur when it is compared to 12 V, the output of current
sense amplifier and brushed DC motor current increased a bit and the output of band
pass filter and the output of differential amplifier are nearly same. Besides, the
comparator ripples behave differently due to supplying higher voltage.

Figure 61: 16 V Backward Steady State Region Details

For this test, it was not easy to success to follow all the motor movements at the
beginning but then it regulated for 16 V. In the graph every variables are seen explicitly
and the comparator ripples pursue all the motor movement without additional ripples.

5.3.6 16 V Forward
Second motion by supplied 16 V is forward. The maximum current of this motion
approaches 16,6 A. The motion of forward is completed its movement nearly same
duration as backward motion. In the following figure is represented general view of
transient analysis of 16 V forward.
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Figure 62: Transient Analysis of 16 V Forward

The 3 different phases are easily seen in the graph. When results are compared to
previous motion, in before and after steady state regions, there are less comparator
ripples and in steady state there is not any missing and additional ripples. In order to
examine each variables, the system separated into different graphs in the following
figure.

Figure 63: 16 V Forward Each Stage Analysis

The brushed DC motor is higher than previous test the other outputs except
comparator output are nearly same as backward motion. The comparator ripples are
a bit different because of motion.
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Figure 64: 16 V Forward Steady State Region Details

Each stage variable is demonstrated above. When analysing steady state phase,
comparator ripples pursue all the motor motions without any losses. There is a period
of hall-effect sensor that corresponds a complete turn of motor, also equal to 8
comparator ripples.

5.4 Downward-Upward Motion
There are 3 different motors to adjust various movements in the test bench. For
downward and upward motion, another brushed DC motor was used in contrast to
backward and forward motion. For this reason, some modifications are needed for
band-pass filter stage, differential amplifier stage to regulate for this motion. In the
following figure it is shown the electrical schematic of band pass filter.
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Figure 65: Band Pass Filter Electrical Schematic for Upward-Downward Motion

When it is done comparison between motion of forward-backward to upwarddownward only capacitor C1 was changed because operating frequency was altered
a bit. In the following page, the electrical schematic of differential amplifier stage is
demonstrated.
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Figure 66: Differential Amplifier Electrical Schematic for Upward-Downward Motion

For this stage, capacitor C2 was altered compared to previous motion to adjust
operating range.
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5.4.1 9 V Downward
For this test, this motion is provided by another brushed DC motor in comparison with
forward-backward motion. The test is applied same as previous motion first it is tested
with sensored electronic board then acquired test results are uploaded on the
simulation program. The motor is supplied by 9 V and the maximum current reaches
to 11,2 A. The transient analysis of sensorless approach that is performed on the
simulation tool(TINA), is represented below.

Figure 67: Transient Analysis of 9 V Downward

As clearly seen, there are 3 various stages that are seperated according to motor
condition. In first stage, before steady state there are many unwanted comparator
ripples thanks to some noises and disturbances. In second stage, steady state there
is not missing ripples so sensorless method follows all the movements of motor in this
stage and there are few number of additional comparator ripples by virtue of
unexpected current rise and fall. In third stage, in after steady state many unwanted
ripples are seen after stop the motor by means of noises of disturbances. To examine
each stage, inputs and outputs are seperated in the following page.
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Figure 68: 9 V Downward Each Stage Analysis

In this figure, every variable is seen roughly. Generally, it is easily analysed change of
each variable stage by stage. In before steady state, the current of brushed DC motor
is 0, so hall-effect sensor does not work at this period. Output of first three stages that
are current sense amplifier, band pass filter, differential amplifier, are lower in this
region. There are some unwanted comparator ripples in this stage because of noises
of disturbances. In steady state region, the first three stages increase their outputs as
circuit is driven by motor and comparator increases its ripples to count every
movement. Last region, after steady state the outputs of first three stages decrease
and number of comparator ripples decrease.

Figure 69: 9 V Downward Steady State Region Details
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As clearly seen, each stage variable was represented in the previous figure. When
examining steady state, there is not missing comparator ripple so every motor
movement is pursued by comparator ripples. However, it should be 8 ripples for a
period of hall-effect sensor that corresponds a complete rotation of motor but in this
test it is happened some additional ripples because of unexpected change of brushed
DC motor.

5.4.2 9 V Upward
Second motion is applied by 9 V power supply that is to upward. The maximum current
of motor that is lower than downward motion, approaches 10,7 A. To examine
generally, transient analysis is performed and three states are seen in the following
figure.

Figure 70: Transient Analysis of 9 V Upward

In before steady state, it is seen many unwanted comparator ripples because output
of differential amplifier is caught by threshold voltages of comparator. To check steady
state it is need to zoom in to this region. In after steady state there are many unwanted
ripples because of same reason as before steady state. The graph is separated into
each variable in the following page.
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Figure 71: 9 V Upward Each Stage Analysis

The alteration of each variable is understood in this graph. The current of brushed DC
motor is 0 before steady state and hall-effect sensor is not active in this state because
motor is not rotating. The output current sense amplifier is lower in this region. For this
reason, following two stages output are low. Normally comparator ripples are adjusted
according to steady state region but for before steady state some voltage values of
differential amplifier are caused by unwanted ripples. In steady state region, each
stage variable increases and comparator ripples is been more often to catch every
movement of motor. After steady state, each stage variable decreases and comparator
ripples become less because brushed DC motor stops.

Figure 72: 9 V Upward Steady State Region Details
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Every stage variable is shown in the previous page. In this state, it is not found any
missing ripple and any additional ripple. That means all the motor movements are
followed by comparator ripples. There are 8 ripples that correspond for each rotation
of motor.

5.4.3 12 V Downward
The second voltage level, the brushed DC motor is driven by 12 V power supply. The
maximum current of motor approximates 11,8 A. When voltage level is increased, test
bench finishes its movement fastly. Nonetheless, the test time is set by hand in the
laboratory but the simulation of test is always fixed 5 seconds. The 3 different states
are illustrated in the following figure.

Figure 73: Transient Analysis of 12 V Downward

First state, before steady state many unwanted comparator ripples are appeared
thanks to low level of output voltage of differential amplifier. To understand steady
state, it requires to examine deeply. For after steady state, there are many comparator
ripples by virtue of same reason of before steady state. In order to examine each
variable, it is separated into inputs and outputs in the following page.
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Figure 74: 12 V Downward Each Stage Analysis

In this graph, each stage is clearly shown. In before steady state, the brushed DC
motor is not working so current of motor is 0 and hall-effect sensor is not active. The
outputs of first 3 stages that are current sense, band pass filter and differential
amplifier, are low in this state because the system does not supply by motor. Normally
it shoud not be any comparator ripples in this state but they are sparse because of low
level voltage of differential amplifier. In steady state, brushed DC motor is rotating and
its current increases also hall-effect sensor follows motor movements. The outputs of
first 3 stages increase and comparator ripples are intense to pursue all the motor
movements. In after steady state, the first 3 stages outputs decrease and comparator
ripples are infrequent again.

Figure 75: 12 V Downward Steady State Region Details
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Each stage variable was represented in the previous page. There is not any missing
and additional ripple. Thereby, comparator ripples follow each motor movement. It is
shown that 8 comparator ripples equal to complete rotation of motor.

5.4.4 12 V Upward
The second motion of supplying motor by 12 V is to upward. The maximum current of
motor increases up to 11,8 A. The current level is nearly same as test of 12 V
downward. In the following figure, 3 different states are demonstrated according to
motor condition.

Figure 76: Transient Analysis of 12 V Upward

In before steady state, there are many comparator ripples but number of ripples are
nearly as intense as in steady state. Before steady state normally, it should be less
ripples or no ripple. In steady state there are more ripples but to examine detailed way,
it is needed to zoom in. After steady state, the comparator ripples become lower. In
the following page each stage variable is illustrated.
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Figure 77: 12 V Upward Each Stage Analysis

Each stage variable is seen in this graph. When analysing state by state, in before
steady state current of brushed DC motor is 0, current of hall-effect sensor is not 0 but
inactive, the first 3 stages are unloaded condition so they are low and number of
comparator ripples are more than 12 V downward motion. In steady state region, the
outputs of first 3 stages increase, the current of brushed DC motor increases, halleffect sensor becomes active and generate square wave to follow motor movement
also comparator ripples increase to catch movement of motor. After steady state, the
outputs of first 3 stages decrease, current of brushed DC motor and hall-effect sensor
voltage lower, number of comparator ripples decrease. In the following graph the
steady state is analyzed deeply.

Figure 78: 12 V Upward Steady State Region Details
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Every stage variable was stated in the previous page. It is not found any missing and
additional comparator ripple. This means, motor movements are followed by
comparator ripples. Also, it is indicated 8 comparator ripples correspond a rotation of
motor.

5.4.5 16 V Downward
The third voltage level, the brushed DC motor is supplied by 16 V power supply and
motion is downward. The maximum current of motor reaches 19,3 A. The motor states
which are before steady state, steady state, after steady state shown in the following
figure.

Figure 79: Transient Analysis of 16 V Downward

In the first state, before steady state many comparator ripples have been observed. In
steady state, comparator ripples become frequent to follow all the motor movements.
It should be zoomed in to check details of steady state. After steady state, comparator
ripples become sparse. Each stage variable is shown in the following page.
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Figure 80: 16 V Downward Each Stage Analysis

All inputs and outputs are represented in this graph. In the first state, before steady
state the current of motor is 0, hall-effect sensor is not active, output of current sense
amplifier, output of band pass filter, output of differential amplifier are low and the
number comparator ripples are low. In steady state, the current of brushed DC motor
increases and voltage of hall-effect sensor increases and follows motor movements,
the first 3 stages outputs increase, the comparator ripples become intense to pursue
motor movements. In the last state, after steady state, the first 3 stages outputs
decrease, the current of brushed DC motor lower, hall-effect sensor voltage lower and
comparator ripples decrease. In the following figure the steady state is examined.

Figure 81: 16 V Downward Steady State Region Details
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All inputs and output were demonstrated in the previous page. There is not any missing
and comparator ripple in this region. Therefore, the ripples pursue all the motor
movements and 8 comparator ripples equal to complete rotation of motor.

5.4.6 16 V Upward
The second motion of applying motor by 16 V is to upward. The maximum motor
current approaches 16,5 A. The maximum current is less than 16 V downward. The
general view of transient analysis is shown in the following graph.

Figure 82: Transient Analysis of 16 V Upward

In before steady state, there are many unwanted comparator ripples and it seems
nearly similar as analysis of 16 V downward. In steady state, the comparator ripples
increase to follow every motor movement. In after steady state, number of comparator
ripples decrease because motor is not driven. In the following page each stage variable
is illustrated.
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Figure 83: 16 V Upward Each Stage Analysis

Each stage variable is observed in this graph. Before steady state, the current of motor
is 0, hall-effect sensor is not active, the first 3 stages outputs are low because they are
not driven by motor, the comparator ripples are sparse. In steady state, the motor
current increases and hall-effect sensor pursues motor movements, the first 3 stages
outputs increase, the number of comparator ripples increase to follow motor
movements. After steady state the motor current decreases, voltage of hall-effeect
sensor decreases, the first 3 stages outputs decrease, the comparator ripples
decrease. In the following figure, the steady state is analyzed with details.

Figure 84: 16 V Upward Steady State Region Details
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In steady state, comparator ripples have to follow motor movements, so the number of
ripples are increased. Any missing and addtional comparator ripple has not been
observed in this state. Hence, the comparator follows every motor movement and 8
comparator ripples correspond a complete rotation of motor.

5.5 Updated System Test
The updated system is comprised of the current sense amplifier, the band pass filter,
the comparator. In the current sense amplifier stage, the amplifier was changed instead
of INA240-Q1, TLV316 is used to reduce cost so the structure of current sense
amplifier was completely changed.
The structure of band pass filter is same as old version of band pass filter stage, but
only C1 is changed to adapt frequency range.
The comparator stage, only threshold voltages is need to adjust because in updated
system band pass filter is directly connected to comparator so input of comparator
changes.

5.5.1 9 V Downward Updated
In this test, the same procedure and test value are applied for downward-upward
motion but varieties of system stages and structure cause different test result. The
brushed DC motor is driven by 9 V and the maximum current of motor approximates
11,2 A. The general overview of transient analysis of sensorless approach is
demonstrated in the following figure.

Figure 85: Transient Analysis of 9 V Downward Updated
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In this graph, it is clearly realized intensive comparator ripples form, at the beginning
of test there were less ripples also for 9 V and 12 V tests but in order to provide good
result in the steady state of 16 V tests, threshold voltages were adjusted for every
voltage level. In before steady state, there are many unwanted ripples seen because
the output of band pass filter is detected by comparator. It is need to analyse closely
steady state region to check whether every movement of motor is followed. In after
steady state, the intensive unwanted comparator ripples are occurred because of same
reason as before steady state. In the graph below, all variables are separated for better
viewing.

Figure 86: 9 V Downward Updated Each Stage Analysis

All variables are in sighted clearly in this graph. As done before, each stage is
examined according to 3 different states. Before steady state, the current of brushed
DC motor is 0, hall-effect sensor is not active. Output of first two stages that are current
sense amplifier, band pass filter, are depressed in this state. It is seen many unwanted
comparator ripples thanks to low level of output voltage of band pass filter. In steady
state, the first two stages rise their inputs because motor is supplied in this period and
comparator ripples increase to follow each motor movement. In after steady state,
motor current, voltage of hall-effect sensor, the outputs of first two stages and
comparator ripples diminish.
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Figure 87: 9 V Downward Updated Steady State Region Details

In this graph, colours of lines are different but it is represeted above. While analysing
steady state, the most important thing is that comparator ripples should follow all the
motor movements. Also, during a complete rotation of motor there should be 8 ripples.
As understood from graph, these two important things are realized.

5.5.2 9 V Upward Updated
Second motion of updated version is to upward by applying 9 V. The maximum current
of motor reaches 10,7 A. The general overview of transient analysis is illustrated in the
following figure.

Figure 88: Transient Analysis of 9 V Upward Updated
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Before steady state, there are many unwanted comparator ripples seen and it is
realized that the ripples are more intense than old version of 9 V upward. Steady state
region is analyzed deeply later. After steady state many unwanted comparator ripples
are seen. Each stage variable is shown clearly in the following graph.

Figure 89: 9 V Upward Updated Each Stage Analysis

The change of each stage variable is stated in this graph. In before steady state,
current of motor is null, hall-effect sensor is constant. Output of first of two stages are
low in this state. There are many unwanted comparator ripples are realized as low level
of output voltage of band pass filter cause these ripples. In steady state, motor starts
to turn and motor current rises and hall-effect sensor follows motor movement, also
comparator ripples pursue motor motion. In after steady state region, current of motor,
hall-effect sensor voltage, outputs of first two stages and comparator ripples decrease.
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Figure 90: 9 V Upward Updated Steady State Region Details

In steady state, it is focused on comparator ripples that should follow all the motor
movements. Besides, there is not any additional comparator ripples and 8 ripples
correspond a complete rotation of motor.

5.5.3 12 V Downward Updated
The second voltage value of downward-upward motion is driven by 12 V power supply.
The maximum current of motor approaches 11,8 A. When voltage increases from 9 V
to 12 V, test bench completes its motion faster. The general view of transient analysis
is shown below.

Figure 91: Transient Analysis of 12 V Downward Updated
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Before steady state, many unwanted comparator ripples are seen by virtue of low level
of band pass filter output. Steady state comparator ripples become intensive to catch
all motor movements. In after steady state, many comparator ripples are realized. In
the following graph, each stage variable is demonstrated.

Figure 92: 12 V Downward Updated Each Stage Analysis

In this figure, each stage variable is seen clearly. Before steady state, motor current is
0, hall-effect sensor voltage is constant. The outputs of first two stages are depressed
and there are many unwanted comparator ripples seen by means of low level voltage
of band pass filter. In steady state, the motor is running and it increases it current also
hall-effect sensor pursues motor motions. The outputs of first two stages rise and
comparator ripples rise to catch all the motor movements. After steady state, the first
two stages outputs diminish and comparator ripples decrease because motor is not
supplied by power.
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Figure 93: 12 V Downward Updated Steady State Region Details

All stage variables are shown clearly. As seen comparator ripples follow all the motor
movements and there is not any additional ripples. It is realized that 8 comparator
correspond complete turn of motor.

5.5.4 12 V Upward Updated
The second movement of applying motor by 12 V is to upward. The maximum motor
current increases up to 11,8 A. The current is a bit higher than 12 V downward. In the
following figure, the transient analysis with general overview of three states are shown.

Figure 94: Transient Analysis of 12 V Upward Updated
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It is seen that there are many comparator ripples thanks to low level of band pass filter
voltage. In steady state, comparator ripples increase to follow all the motor motions.
After steady state, comparator ripples decrease. Each stage variable is represented in
the following page.

Figure 95: 12 V Upward Updated Each Stage Analysis

All variables are clearly shown in this graph. In before steady state, motor current is 0,
hall-effect sensor is not active, outputs of first 2 stages are low, many comparator
ripples are seen because of low voltage level of band pass filter. In steady state, the
motor is working so the current of motor increases, hall-effect sensor follows to motor
motions, the first two stages outputs increase, the comparator ripples also increase to
catch all the motor motions. After steady state, motor current decreases, hall-effect
sensor is constant, the first two stages outputs decrease, comparator ripples diminish.
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Figure 96: 12 V Upward Updated Steady State Region Details

Each stage variable was shown in previous page. It is understood that comparator
ripples follow all the motor ripples. There is not any additional ripples in this state also
8 comparator ripples equal to complete rotation of motor.

5.5.5 16 V Downward Updated
The third voltage value, the motor is driven by 16 V power supply and test bench moves
to downward. The maxium motor current reaches 19,3 A. The motor conditions that
are before steady state, steady state, after steady state are represented in following
figure.

Figure 97: Transient Analysis of 16 V Downward Updated
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Before steady state, many comparator ripples are observed by means of low voltage
level of band pass filter. In steady state, the comparator ripples increase to pursue
every motor motion. After steady state, comparator ripples decrease because motor is
not running in this state and input voltage of comparator is low.

Figure 98: 16 V Downward Updated Each Stage Analysis

Each stage variable is shown in this graph. Before steady state, the motor current is 0,
the signal of hall-effect sensor is constant, outputs of first two stages are low and many
comparator ripples are seen because of low output voltage of band pass filtter. In
steady state, motor rotates and motor current increases, hall-effect sensor is active to
follow motor movements, outputs of first two stages outputs increase, the number of
comparator ripples increase to follow motor motions. After steady state, motor current
diminishes, the signal of hall-effect sensor is constant again, outputs of first two stages
lower, comparator ripples reduce. In the following figure the steady state is analyzed.
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Figure 99: 16 V Downward Updated Steady State Region Details

All stage variables were shown in the previous page. It is observed that comparator
ripples follow all the motor movements and there is not any additional ripples found.
Corresponding complete rotation of motor, there are 8 comparator ripples.

5.5.6 16 V Upward Updated
The second motion supplying motor by 16 V is to upward. The maximum motor current
approximates 16,5 A. This current value is less than 16 V downward. In the following
graph, the overview of transient analysis is demonstrated.

Figure 100: Transient Analysis of 16 V Upward Test
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Before steady state, many comparator ripples are seen because of low level output
voltage of band pass filter. In steady state, the number of comparator ripples rise to
pursue all the motor movements. After steady state, number of comparator ripples
decrease as motor is not supplied. Each stage variable is examined in the following
page.

Figure 101: 16 V Upward Updated Each Stage Analysis

All stage variables are seen in this figure. In before steady state, the motor current is
0, hall-effect sensor voltage is low, the first 2 stages outputs are low as they are not
supplied by motor, many unwanted comparator ripples are observed by virtue of low
level output voltage of band pass filter. In steady state, the motor rotates and its current
increases, hall-effect sensor generates square wave to follow motor movements, the
first 2 stages outputs increase, the number of comparator ripples rise to pursue each
motor motion. After steady state the motor stops and its current decreases up to 0,
hall-effect sensor is not active, outputs of first two stages diminish, the number of
comparator ripples decrease. The steady state is examined deeply in the following
figure.
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Figure 102: 16 V Upward Updated Steady State Region Details

The comparator ripples must to pursue every motor motion in steady state, hence the
number of ripples increase. There is not any missing and additional ripple observed in
this state. Therefore, the comparator ripples pursue all the motor movements also
complete rotation of motor corresponds 8 ripples.

6. Conclusion & Future Work
The sensorless method of vehicle seat adjustment is research project of Bitron
Electronic Division. The company has already produced sensored method so this
project will be an alternative for sensored approach. Also, aims of sensorless method
are to get similar or same results as sensored method, and to reduce to cost account.
In order to provide these aims, the project was separated into two that are hardware
electronic design and software design. I and my company tutor were responsible for
hardware part.
Initially, simulation test of sensorless method was applied on TINA programme. This
step was performed in order to understand how the sensorless approach works and it
was an example to provide some required results.
After receiving brushed DC motor assembled on test bench, test procedure was
started.
Firstly, the sensored method was tested in the laboratory and obtained test results
were uploaded TINA programme so by using these results the sensorless method was
simulated in this programme. These results which were acquired by simulation, did not
give us the desired system behaviour. In order to make an improvement, some
computational works were done. For sensorless approach, motor movements were
followed by comparator ripples in steady state region that means when motor is
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rotating. However, before motor rotates and after motor stops, there should not be any
comparator ripples because there is no motor movement at that time. In these tests, in
steady state region seemed good but there were some unwanted comparator ripples
in before and after steady state region.
Secondly, the sensored electronic board that was product of Bitron, was utilized to get
better and accurate signal from comparator output. By using this board, the same test
procedure was applied. This test helped to get better and realistic result.
Thirdly, the system stages were modified to reduce cost of method. For this operation,
the first stage was completely change and third stage was removed and remaining
parts were remained same as previous stages. After these modifications similar results
were obtained as previous results.
Finally, according to all test results motor movements were pursued in steady state so
while motor was rotating, comparator was followed by comparator ripples. However,
some unwanted ripples were seen in before and after steady state. Normally, it should
not be these unwanted comparator ripples but in order to follow all the motor
movements in steady state three different voltage levels, it could occured some ripples.
These unwanted ripples could be removed by software side because so motor was not
driven by power supply and motor was not rotating so there were low level voltage in
these states. By using software these low voltage level could be cleared away from
before and after steady states.
In future, it can be possible that various structure of electronic circuit can be applied
with different components and type of motor, also by supplying software part it could
be gotten better results for this application.
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7. Appendix
7.1 Datasheets
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Brushed DC Motor
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7.2 Final Schematics

Figure 103: Final Electrical Schematic of System
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